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I

And across the globe, sport is now too important to be left in the hands of sportsmen and
women. More and more, it is the property of the 'People' in their various manifestations as
politicians, entrepreneurs, educationists, commercialists, publicists, and, not least, academics.'

As such the history of sport gives a unique insight into the way a society changes and
impacts on other societies it comes into contact with and, conversely, the way those societies

react back upon it.2

Sport was one of the most important new social practices of the Europe of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and as such played a central role in the creation of
politically and socially cohesive 'invented traditions'.3

The above remarks, at the least, not only illustrate a simple truth but make it illuminating: sport in
the modern world is a fit and proper subject of study for historians. Yet, historians have taken an
inordinately long time to appreciate its relevance for the lives of both the influential and the
insignificant of past communities.4 As Richard Holt has pointed out, historical matters offar less
importance have their serious recorders and commentators, their academic conferences and
literature.s Failure to get sport into sharp academic focus is, of course, what J. A. Mangan
considers to be 'a form of intellectual myopia born of long-established prejudice '6.

While sport at present undoubtedly occupies an integral part of our lives, in comparison,
however, the study of sport as a serious intellectual discipline continues to remain underdeveloped
in India.? While the Western scholarly guild in the past two decades has prioritized the relevance
of sport in the history and culture of past and present communities,S India remains far backward
in times of a mature appreciation of the role of sport in the modern world. It is quite astonishing

, to note that modern Indian historian has more or less ignored sport as worthy of serious research.
Perhaps, the academic historian regards sport as falling in the arena of popular history to be left
in the hands ofliterateurs,joumalists, sports-specialists and sportsmen themselves, who, however,
have done theirjob iIi this regard quite commendably. Hence, production of scholarly literature
on the, history of sport has been few and far between.9 This essay will make an attempt to
understand and clarify the problems of studying sports history in India at both research and
teaching levels as well as to envisage and comment on its prospects as a recognized discipline.

II

One may feel surprised to know that the first serious academic research by an Indian on
sports history was pursued as early as 1988 when Soumen Mitra, a graduate of the Presidency
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College, Kolkata, and an M.A. in History from the Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi,
submitted an M.Phil dissertation on the theme of sport in colonial India.lo Mitra, however, could
not sustain his academic pursuit for long and preferred ajob in administrative service in the late
1980s. It was also around the late 1980s that cricket began to get scholarly nod thanks to the
earnest endeavours ofIndian scholar-enthusiasts like Ramachandra Guhall, Mihir Bosel2, Arjun
Appadurai 13 and Ashis Nandyl4, most recent addition to this trend being Mario Rodrigues 15.Very
little attention, however, was paid either to historical studies of other sports in India or to sport in
general as a viable theme in the social history of modern India.

Non-Indian specialists on sports in India, on the other hand, have mostly focused on the
games introduced by the British during their period of colonial rule. Much of this work, as usual,
has dealt with cricket since it came to assume the dimension to become the popular most game
in India in the past couple of decades. The renowned works of Edward Dockerl6 and Richard
Cashmanl? bear ample testimony to this trend. More importantly, some of the studies on colonial
Indian sport elaborate on the colonial introduction of modern sports and try to explore deeper
imperial motives behind that project. 18There have been few essays on football too, such as that
of Tony Mason19, and most recently Paul Dimeo and James Mills edited Soccer in South Asia:
Empire, Nation, Diaspora (London: Frank Cass, 2001)20 marks a major breakthrough in this
regard. A recent edited work on the presumed subalternity of sport in India has added strength to
the Iist.21A few of these European scholars have also studied indigenous sports and games of
India. Chief among these are J. Alter's works on wrestling and kabaddi.22

The most recent major Indian interventions in and contributions to the study of social
history of sport have come in the form of social histories of cricket and football in India. The
major initiative in this regard came from one young Bengali researcher-Boria Majumdar23• And
there are others who promise a better future24.

III

'A study of sport history is crucial not only for an understanding of the evolution of the
sporting heritage of the Indian nation, but for a deeper appreciation of the seemingly unrelated
political processes such as nationalism, colonial culture and so on'. 25The prime interest in such
an academic exercise is not study of a particular sport as a game in its own right, but in what it
tells us about sodety of a particular period. Here in lies the essential difference between sports
studies in general and a history of sport or more particularly a social history of sport. There
have b~en, for quite some time, as Ramachandra Guha has suggested, two approaches to the
history ofsport.26 The first is to focus sharply (or, narrowly) on its practic~, the background of its
patrons and players, the evolution of its associations and tournaments, and on how it pays or does
not pay for itself. The second approach, which Guha himself prefers, and also relevant to our
concern here, takes sport as an illustrative example to point out themes of wider interest and
relevance. 'It views sport as a relational idiom, a sphere of activity which expresses, in
concentrated form, the values, prejudices, divisions and unifying symbols of a society' .2?As he
goes on to suggest, the game of cricket can provide valuable insights into the history of modern
India, in particular to the three overarching themes of Indian history: those of race, caste and
religion.28 But Guha's assertion that the sociology and politics of cricket 'presumes nQtechnical
knowledge of the game itself' is not at all tenable because the changes in its rules, rituals and
vocabulary from time to time are intimately related to, and highly influenced by the politics,
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culture and economy of the game.

The approach to study sport in the wider perspective of history and culture would help us
understand the importance of sport beyond entertainment pursuit or leisure space and locate
sport with in the broader socio-economic processes that have shaped colonial and post-colonial
south Asian societies. It is also important to note in this context that the study of sport as a viable
historical force challenges and offers some major correctives to, our prevalent understanding of
the social and economic history oflate nineteenth and twentieth century India. For instance, the
existing historiography of nationalism, communalism, social conflict, colonial culture or developing
economy in India fails to recognize the importance of football as an arena for spontaneous
articulation of nationalism, communalism and popular culture or the role cricket has played as a
major nationalist, communal and commercial force in the twentieth century.

Arguably, however, Sports historians need not devote much space either to the game
concerned as it was/is actually played or to old results and tables for the sake of providing
impressive statistical data. Social historians should not feel obliged to describe events or matches
that they never saw or to engage in second hand discussions of the tactics and the like. It is
important for our purposes to understand that Sachin Tendulkar29 and Diego Maradona

30
are

geniuses in their owri ways but not to attempt to explain what their genius consists of in terms of
what happened on the field. For a social historian of sport, the point is not to describe sporting
events, but to study what sport means and why it matters. However, in the present context, it is
useful and compelling too, to have a workable knowledge of the evolution of a game's technicalities,
which sometimes exerts important sway on its social history.

Socio-historical researches on aspects of popular culture in India commonly tend to
generalize the regional thrust of particular cultural elements into national pattern. Sports history
to date in India, too, suffers from such sweeping generalizations. For instance, a history ofIndian
football is often identified with that of Bengal football and the latter with Calcutta footbalpl.
Cricket in colonial India, in the same vein, is understood to be primarily a Bombay based
phenomenon32. But both these formulations are grossly mistaken. Scholars must understand that
without prior consideration of a sport's regional/local origins, developments and specificities,
construction of its wider national history would be a flawed exercise.

Finally, this approach to study sport in the wider perspective of social history intends to
put strong emphasis on diffusing historical knowledge in the vernacular at a more popular level
with total conviction. In offering such an unconventional idea, I work on the assumption that
'historians are made for history and the reverse can not be true'33 and that a social historian has
had a social responsibility as well. As S.N. Mukherjee aptly remarked, 'We should not only
concern ourselves with the problems which the man in the street faced in the past, but make
them entertaining and instructive for the man in the street today .... the questions we ask about
our past must be related to our present day problems."34 This view has an effective relevance
for sports history. As a citizen of an underdeveloped state in sport like India, I strongly feel, we,
social alia sports historians, have a duty to make people aware ofthe problems, potentials and
realities of sport in our country, and impress and inform the authorities concerned to keep them
on the right track toward progress and excellence in the global standard. E.H.Carr once made a
splendid comment in a somewhat different context: 'Good historians have future in their
bones' .35But my futuristic assertion stems from the urgency of our underdeveloped situation, of
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course with minor exceptions. Sports history research in India, especially on Indian sports, should
not only concern itself with analytical understanding of specific historical problematic, but must
offer valuable and viable insights, in the light of past historical experience, into a better future of
sports in India, if not devise means, ways and strategies for the betterment of standard and
attainment of excellence in world sport.

IV

Within the constraints of an already under researched field, the problems faced by a
sports historian in India are both frustrating and challenging. Frustrating because the essentially
'non-academic' character of sports authorities, personalities and spectators in India makes the
task of collecting primary materials hopelessly difficult. And challenging not only because the
concerned researcher has to establish the credibility of this new domain of research by overcoming
all the odds that commonly accompany an under researched field, but more so because he/she
has to confront a conscious, sophisticated exploitation of this under developed state of research
by some not-too-learned academic or non-academic writers. The publication of Soccer in South
Asia: Empire, Nation, Diasporcr6 in 2001 is a suitable case in hand in this regard. This book
may be viewed as a part of the growing concern on the part of the sports historians in the West
to give soccer its deserved status as a subject of historical scholarship so long overdue in South
Asia. It contains a few excellent essays, especially those by J.A.Mangan and James Mills.
But the work which did have the potential of becoming a path breaking contribution towards
the study of sport in South Asia, sadly belies much of it owing to gross factual errors37, omission
of the most important primary sources38, utter neglect of the vernacular sources39 and
miserable editoriallapses.4o Moreover, the editors fail to understand that sportsjoumalists, TV
commentators and experienced coaches, save very few exceptions, can hardly make up for
academic writers.41

There is, however, a brighter side of the story. Prof. J.A.Mangan, the Series Editor
of the Sport in Global Society volumes, in his foreword, describes the same work as 'a stepping
stone' that has been put in place. But his avowed assurance that 'more "stones" will soon be
set down'42 sounds great as it will ensure, as he hopes, the voices of Asians to be heard more
fully, not only as contributors to collections but as editors and authors. Fulfillment of this promise
has recently come through the publication of Sport in Asian SOciety43. If such a trend
continues to flourish, the study of sports history in South Asia will not be far away from its take
off stage.44

More importantly, despite the apparent dearth of expertise and enthusiasm to work on
sports history, India also became the first non-European country to have an Annex45 of the
International Research Centre for Sport, Socialization and Society (IRCSSS), De Montfort
University, England. This Annex, established at the Department of History, University of Calcutta,
was expected to offer an institutional space including a quality research infrastructure to all those
interested in sports history. It also has a plan to act as an interdisciplinary forum to promote
future research in sports studies in genera1.46 To make such an ambitious project viable, the
Calcutta Centre has already started drawing sponsors and funds from private sector.47 This
novel development might perhaps prove a blessing for the Indian social science academia in the
near future.
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v
A consideration of these realistic problems and brighter prospects of studying sports

history in India therefore suggests that it is high time for Indian historians to take up sport as an
integral part of social history research. It is a historical need that teaching of sports history within
the broader discipline of History at the University level must go hand in hand with serious
research on the same. It will help dispel the age-old cliche about the relative unimportance of
sport in the shaping ofIndian society and culture and make the students aware of how commonly
perceived entertainment pursuits or leisure activities may have a deciding or compelling sway on
our lives. Most importantly, this will certainly encourage them to pursue research on sports

history in future.

The realities of teaching sports history in an Indian university, however, are not too
conducive or encouraging either. There are some hurdles not very easy to overcome in introducing
sports history in the curriculum with weightage equal to that of other areas of history intensely
researched and studied. The lack of academic books and literature is the dominant constraint,
hence is the lack of appreciation among the academics.

It is of relevance here to mention that the initial hurdles of teachinf sports history have
been overcome in the Department of History, North Bengal University. Pbstgraduate students
have found immense interest and excitement in the theme in the wider context of social history of
modem India. Students' seminars and projects in the last five years amply illustrate this point.
The fight to establish the credibility of sports history reached a culmination in 2003 when a
proposal was mooted to introduce 'sports history' at the M.Phil level. The D.C. ultimately
unanimously agreed to 'the introduction of sports history in the M.Phil course with potentiality for
external funding' and resolved to 'elevate it to a full-fledged self-financed Diploma Course' on
the basis of experience gained.48 The M.Phil Committee also approved the introduction of sports
history as an optional paper in Modem Indian History Group from the session 2004-2005.

49

Thus, with hard and sustained effort, I believe, teaching of sports history can be
materialized in India. West Bengal, as in many other arenas, has already taken the lead in this
regard. At least two leading universities in the state have included sport in their PG curriculum in
History.5o If university teachers around show a similar urge and devote their attention to this
important issue, then sport would soon be integrated within the teaching of History at the
postgraduate and M. Phil level in India.

VI

The present essay has tried to identify a range of problems, realities and prospects in the
study of sports history in contemporary India and float certain ideas regarding the theoretical
approaches and practical ways to be adopted while looking at the history of sport ..!have certainly
raised a few questions and hinted at some others especially with regard to the viability of research
and teaching of a social history of sport in India. But, to resolve these questions in order to draw
any definitive conclusions is not feasible at the present state of research. What can only be
emphasized a little too strongly is that if Indian historians are really willing to reconstruct the
Peoples History of India especially of contemporary times, they seriously need to reconsider
one of the most integral elements of our popular culture - sport.
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